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Abstract

The road networks are located in and around forested areas to ensure sustainable management of forest resources. However, it is crucial to improve roads due to their habitat fragmentation and the barrier effects on forest ecosystems. Especially the wild animals, as one of the important components of ecosystem, are detrimentally affected by road networks due to degradation, alteration, conversion, and loss of their habitats. In recent years, ecological infrastructures have been developed to provide wild animals with transition zones between their habitats. In this study, ecological effects of road networks on wild animals were presented, functions of ecological infrastructures were indicated, and their types were described.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the amount of road networks in and around forested areas has been increased as a result of rapid urbanization and industrial developments. These road networks may cause serious habitat fragmentation problems on both flora and fauna ecosystems due to their barrier effects (Gulci and Akay, 2014). Particularly ecosystems of wild animal are subject to fragmentation, alteration, and conversion by road networks. The ecologic corridors, which provide wild animals with transition zone between their habitats, are crucial for sustainability of these species. However, the road sections constructed on the ecologic corridors negatively affect their vital needs and social behaviors (feeding, sheltering, breeding, immigration, etc.). These effects may threat biodiversity of species and their existence in long run (Shanley and Pyare, 2011; Van der Ree et al., 2011).

Within the concept of road ecology, ecological infrastructures became important issues in order to provide wild animals with safe passages between their habitats and to reduce the risk of wild animal related traffic accidents. The various types of ecological infrastructures have been constructed in some of the countries in Europe and in North America, while road ecology can be considered as new subject in Turkey (Eker and Coban, 2010; Gulci, 2014). In this study, it was aimed to introduce these structures and indicate their importance for sustainability of wild animals. Different planning approaches have been used in many studies where optimum planning goals are considered such as minimization of transportation cost, road distance, or travel time. In addition to this, goal programming like genetic algorithm and network analysis integrated with GIS have been used in some studies (Martin, et al., 2001; Greulich, 2002; Huang et al., 2006; Pentek et al., 2007).

2. Potential Ecological Effects of Road Networks

Improperly planned and constructed road networks may cause serious ecological effects on habitats of wild animals. These potential effects have emerged new approaches and techniques that aim to determine the ecological problems and provide strategic and engineering solutions (Trombulak and Frissell, 2000). Thus, the ecological effects of road networks on wild animals should be well understood considering ecologic, economic, and sociologic factors (Winkler, 1997).

The main ecological effects on habitats of wild animals due to road network are listed in six groups (Forman, 2006):

- Habitat losses during road construction stages
- Negative effects of roads on stream channels that leads to changes on runoff regime
- The loss of aquatic flora and fauna due to soil erosion and sediment yield to streams
- Changes on patterns of species
- Providing public access to remote areas may cause damages (illegal hunting, cutting, etc.) on habitats
- Road networks cause barrier effects between habitats
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The ecological effects of road networks start at the construction stages where many bird, reptile, and mammal species can be subject to detrimental threats if proper environmentally friendly methods are not implemented. Besides, existing road networks negatively affect natural and social behaviors of the animals such as feeding, sheltering, breeding, and immigration (Coffin, 2007). The severity of these effects varies depending on road density and traffic volume (Forman et al., 1997; Spelleberg, 1998; Akay et al., 2011).

Because of road networks, wild animals have to share their habitats with human which then inevitably causes conflicts between human and wild animals. However, animals get involve traffic accidents while trying to escape from barrier effects of the roads (Gulci, 2014). These accidents can be deadly for both human and wild animals, and also result in serious injuries and economical losses. On road networks with heavy traffic, wild animals are divided into three groups: 1) species that are afraid of road surface, 2) species that are disturbed from traffic (noise, lights, etc.), and 3) species that stand still when they face a vehicle while crossing the road network (Jaeger et al., 2005). The animal behaviors and relationship between roads and wild animal are studied by conducting species based ecological researches (Spelleberg, 1998; Coffin, 2007).

Stream sides are usually preferred areas for road locations due to favorable topographical and geological features; however, these roads may cause serious ecological effects on important ecosystems by interrupting transition between terrestrial ecosystems and riparian ecosystems. This leads to habitat fragmentation for both plants and wild animals and threats genetic diversities (Trombulak and Frisell, 2000).

3. Minimizing Ecological Effects of Road Networks

In order to minimize the ecological effects of road networks on wild animals, roads should be planned based on ecosystem based multiple use approaches and environmentally friendly strategies should be implemented in and around forested areas (Gulci, 2014). Since road networks provide important services to our daily life, activities that minimize ecological effects of roads on wild animals should involve public opinion in solution process. Public awareness is one of the key factors to minimize road effects in terms of protecting the habitat of wild animals (Figure 1) (Vander Ree et al., 2011).

![Figure 1. The process of reducing ecological effects of road networks](image)

In order to ensure sustainability of wild animals and provide biological transitions between their habitats, road networks should be improved by mechanical and structural alternative approaches. The barrier effects of road networks can be prevented and other potential ecological effects can be reduced by implementing following approaches (Gulci and Akay, 2014):

- Minimizing road density and road widths, and locating road networks in and around forested areas by considering habitats of wild animals
- Preserving ecological corridors and passages for wild animals between habitats
- Determination of suitable passages with minimum ecological effects on wild animals
- Locating fences to direct wild animals to safe passages especially on roads with heavy and fast traffic
- Using warning signals for drivers
- Installing chemical and mechanical warning systems to keep wild animals away from the roads
• Constructing viaducts on important passages and directing wild animals to the underpass by using fences
• Constructing ecological infrastructures such as bridges and underpasses

After evaluating all the possible alternatives, one or more approaches listed above can be implemented by the road managers. Besides, animal behaviors and habitat needs should be well analyzed, and all of the available species in the study area should be taken into the consideration (Gülcı, 2014).

4. Ecological Infrastructures

Road infrastructures are mainly designed for hydrological and geological purposes. Even if these road structures are not constructed for ecological purposes, some of the overpass and underpass type infrastructures can be used by wild animals. Figure 2 indicates an infrastructure that was first built to protect road against land sliding, and then it was covered by vegetation in time and wild animals started to use it as ecological bridges (Gülcı, 2014). In recent years, road infrastructures solely for ecological purposes have been developed to provide wild animals with transition zones between their habitats. In fact there are numbers of ecological infrastructures developed within the concept of road ecology (Brudin, 2004). The ecological infrastructures are not only built on roads, but also they are built over railroads and rivers (Gülcı and Akay, 2014).

4.1. Classification of Ecological Infrastructures

There are various types and sizes of infrastructures used for ecological purposes. The ecological infrastructures are classified based on sizes and habitat needs of the specified wild animals (Kintsch and Cramer, 2011).

Small size underpasses: Small size underpasses are generally 1.5 m wide passages that are made of metal, concrete, PVC, and wood material (Figure 3). These are culvert type structures and often used by small mammals (fox, beavers, etc.), amphibians, reptiles, and some medium mammals.

Medium size underpasses: The width of the medium size underpasses are between 1.5 m and 2.4 m, and its maximum height is 2.4 m (Figure 4). These structures are usually preferred by medium size wild animals (i.e. jackal), small size animals, and species with short moving distances (snakes, turtles, etc.), and some ground birds.

Large size underpasses: The large size underpasses are generally used by deer species and they provide effective passage for any species with long or short moving distances. These structures do not meet the requirements of the regular bridges. The heights and widths of these structures are 2.4-3.1 m and 3.1-6.1 m, respectively (Figure 5).

Viaducts (Ecoducts): The viaducts are bridge like structures that are used to connect high road sections (e.g. minimum 4.6 m high from the ground) and provide transportation for automobiles, trucks, trains. The wild animals can pass underneath the viaducts to reach their habitats (Figure 6).
Ecological bridges: The ecological bridges, which are also called as wildlife bridges, ecosystem bridges, green bridges, wildlife overpasses, are used by most of the wild animals (Figure 7). Ecological bridges are constructed over linear transportation alignments such as highways and railroads in order to overcome their barrier effects on wild animals. The surface of these infrastructures is covered by suitable vegetation depending on the habitat needs of the species.

Special passages: The special infrastructures are usually built for small terrestrial mammals, reptiles, and ground bird (Figure 8). Within these infrastructures, some of the factors such as water, humidity, temperatures, light, and dry surface can be adjusted when it is needed. The special passages are generally built for species under protection.

Arboreal bridges (Drawbridges): The arboreal bridges are designed for small species (i.e. reptiles, mammals, and birds) that stay off the ground and move over tree canopies. They are small size structures, which are made of ropes or iron poles. The arboreal bridges provide connections between tree canopies from both sides of the roads (Figure 9).

4. Conclusion
The ecological infrastructures are built to minimize the ecological effects of road networks on wild animals. These infrastructures provide animals with safe and easy access to their habitats. Their locations as well as sizes and types are determined based on the habitat needs of the species and available ecological corridors in the region. It is crucial to locate ecological infrastructures along the road networks especially in and around forested areas in order to ensure sustainability of wild animals. Besides, wild animals may cause serious traffic accidents while trying to cross the road networks. These accidents can be deadly for both human and wild animals, and also result in serious injuries and economical losses. Especially large mammals such as deer species, wild boars, and foxes threat the road safety in all over the world.
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